Rehabits: a common language of functional assessment.
Probabilistic measurement models offered by Rasch and others can be used to link different functional assessment instruments into a single measurement system. This study assessed 54 subjects (diagnoses: 8 brain injuries, 7 neuromuscular, 22 musculoskeletal, 7 spinal cord, 10 stroke) admitted to a free-standing rehabilitation hospital at admission and discharge using both the Functional Independence Measure (FIM) and the Patient Evaluation and Conference System (PECS). Thirteen FIM and 22 PECS motor skills items were scaled together into a 35-item instrument, providing scale values for all items in the same unit of measurement. Separate FIM and PECS measures produced for each subject correlate .94 and .91 (p < .0001), respectively, with the cocalibration measures, and 0.91 (p < .0001) with each other. Either instrument's ratings are easily and quickly converted into the other's using the common unit of measurement, the rehabit (rehabilitation measuring unit). This article argues that the stability of the PECS and FIM item difficulty estimates over thousands of subjects, dozens of hospitals, hundreds of raters, and years of assessment is convincing evidence in support of the widespread use of their cocalibrated, common scale values as a functionometric ruler.